



1.	Introduction.		 Since	the	1990s	it	has	become	clear	that	the	universe	is	expanding	at	an	accelerating	rate,	a	phenomenon	that	was	historically	attributed	to	so-called	“dark	energy.”3	The	hypothetical	dark	energy	is	invisible,	and	can	be	thought	of	as	an	intrinsic	property	of	spacetime	rather	than	usual	matter	(stress-energy)	that	is	the	source	of	spacetime	curvature.	The	density	of	‘dark	energy’	is	constant,	also	in	contrast	to	ordinary	matter/energy.	A	popular	method	of	accounting	for	the	dark	energy	phenomenon	is	by	attributing	it	to	Einstein’s	‘cosmological	constant’	Λ	(Einstein	1917).		 An	ostensibly	separate	phenomenon—the	flattening	of	galactic	rotation	curves	with	radial	distance--is	also	well	known	(e.g.,	Rubin	et	al	1980).	This	unexpectedly	large	value	of	rotational	velocities	for	the	outer	observable	matter	in	galaxies	is	an	anomaly	for	standard	Newtonian	and	Einsteinian	gravitational	theories,	and	in	order	to	preserve	them,	it	has	been	attributed	to	an	invisible	hypothetical	form	of	matter	dubbed	‘dark	matter.’	However,	rather	than	postulate	‘dark	matter,’	some	researchers	have	been	exploring	modifications	of	Newtonian	gravitational	theory.	One	such	effort,		“Modified	Newtonian	Dynamics”	or	MOND,	was	introduced	by	Milgrom	(Milgrom,	1983).	MOND	has	been	successful	in	fitting	the	observed	rotation	curves,	but	it	has	the	drawback	of	being	an	ad	hoc	alteration	to	the	basic	gravitational	theory.		 The	situation	has	recently	progressed	significantly:	Chadwick,	Hodgkinson,	and	McDonald	(2013)	have	proposed	a	modification	of	Einstein’s	general	relativity	based	on	the	principle	that	(idealized)	point	masses	give	rise	not	only	to	the	usual	spacetime	curvature,	but	also	to	spacetime	expansion.		For	a	particular	value	of	the	parameter	governing	how	rapidly	space	expands,	they	find	that	their	theory	perfectly	fits	the	galactic	rotation	data.																																																									3	E.g.,	Huterer, D.; Turner, M. (1999).  
		









matter.)	We	take	this	is	a	tentative	corroboration	of	the	model,	but	of	course	more	observations	are	called	for.		In	particular,	it	is	now	possible	to	study	dark	matter	as	a	function	of	the	age	of	a	galaxy,	and	in	addition,	it	may	be	possible	to	ascertain	whether	dark	matter	is	spatially	isotropic,	or	shows	any	variation	with	the	density	of	observable	matter.				3.	The	cosmological	constant	and	‘dark	energy.’			 We	now	return	to	the	issue	of	‘dark	energy’.	As	noted	above,	the	result	of	the	transactional	spacetime	emergence	process	is	to	yield	a	causal	set	of	the	sort	contemplated	by	Sorkin	et	al,	although	the	elements	of	the	set	have	more	structure	in	this	picture;	they	are	networked	transactions	I(Ei,Aj)	(where	the	indices	are	a	shorthand	representing	birth	order,	chain	membership,	conserved	physical	quantities	transferred,	etc.7).	In	this	regard,	they	more	closely	resemble	the	‘influence	network’	of	Knuth	et	al	(e.g.,	Knuth	and	Bahreyni	2014).	Nevertheless,	the	fact	that	elements	of	causet	are	added	in	Poissonian	fashion	means	that	the	current	model	yields	the	same	nonvanishing,	but	very	tiny,	value	for	Λ.		 Specifically,	in	natural	units	(h=G=1)	Λ has	units	of	inverse	length	squared,	and	observations	indicate	that			




ΔΛ ΔV	~	1		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (2)		(in	natural	units),	analogously	to	the	quantum	mechanical	uncertainty	relations.	Sorkin	notes	that	this	conjugate	relationship	between	Λ	and	V	is	evident	from	the	action	integral,			 S=	−Λ ∫ (−g)1/2 d4 x = −ΛV       (3)			Thus,	if	Λ		is	to	have	any	non-vanishing	value,	it	must	be	due	to	its	uncertainty					 	 ΔΛ	~	1/ΔV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (4)		based	on	any	uncertainty	in	V.		In	the	causet	model,	V	is	proportional	to	N,	since	the	latter	specifies	how	many	‘atoms	of	spacetime’	exist;	or,	in	the	RTI	picture,	how	many	I(Ei,Aj)	have	been	actualized.	Now,	given	that	elements	are	added	to	the	(discrete)	spacetime	manifold	in	a	Poissonian	process,	the	number	N	of	elements	has	an	intrinsic	uncertainty	of	N1/2		for	any	given	value	of	the	proper	time	τ.		Since	V	is	a	function	of	τ	,	V	inherits	this	uncertainty:	ΔV	~	V1/2.		If	the	uncertainty	is	the	only	(significant)	contribution	to	the	value	of	Λ,	then	we	get	precisely	(1).			 A	more	direct	way	to	get	the	result	(1)	is	through	(3),	which	shows	that	the	action	S	=	ΛV	.	Sorkin	observes	that	Λ	=	S/V	≈	S/N	(modulo	units	based	on	a	fundamental	spacetime	‘length,’		l	=	(! 8πG/c4)1/2	)	,	saying	that Λ	“can	be	interpreted	as	the	action	per	causet	element	that	is	present	even	when	the	spacetime	curvature	vanishes.	As	one	might	say,	it	is	the	action	that	an	element	
contributes	just	by	virtue	of	its	existence.”	(Sorkin	2007,	p.	8;	emphasis	added.)	He																																																									9	I.e.,	the	condition	that	the	metric	tensor	g	has	unit	determinant.	
		
goes	on	to	observe	that	in	a	random	process	(associated	with	error	√N),	wherein	each	element	comprising	the	causet	contributes	± ! 	to	S,	one	obtains		S	~	±!√N		=	±! Vl4 		 	 	 	 	 	 (5)		and	therefore,	from	(3):		 Λ	=	S/V	=		± !
l2 V
	 	 	 	 	 	 (6)		which	gives	us	a	more	precise	form	of	(1).	
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